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Toronto Rooftop Tour & Photos
October 4, 2017
Facilitated by Bryan McPherson, Julia Grady & Joy Sammy
Tour attendees – Raminder Kanetkar (local architect), Helina Lam-Davies, Madeline Barber
(The Seed), Peter Gill (Chalmers Community Services Centre), Jill Gill
Locations visited: Native Child & Family Service (tour host: Terri Jaffe), Evergreen Brickworks,
Carrot Commons Rooftop (tour host: Kimberly Curry)
10C facilitated a full day rooftop site tour in the City of Toronto. The objective of the tour was
to visit successful rooftop sites that had design elements that may be included in the finalized
10C rooftop design. Our first site was the Native Child & Family Services rooftop at 30 College
St. Terri Jaffe provided a tour of the facility – including community kitchen and rooftop, and
provided recommendations for rooftop planning and design. We went for lunch at Evergreen
Brickworks and Bryan provided a quick tour of the grounds and sustainable design elements at
the facility. Our second site was the Carrot Commons rooftop at 348 Danforth Ave. Kimberly
Curry was our tour host, and she provided recommendations on planning, design and
maintenance of their rooftop site. Participants of the tour were all asked to fill out a survey
about which design elements they liked from each site visited.

10C acknowledges the Ontario Trillium Foundation for their support on this project. Funds for
the 10C rooftop initiative provided by the OTF Seed Grant.
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Native Child & Family Services – tour hosted by Terri Gaffe
Rooftop cost: 1.25 million, 750k for design & build, 500k for structural membrane & support
Design elements for consideration:
• Colours, etched glass
• Welcome signage
• 4 elements – fire, earth, water, air
• cardinal directions
• glass enclosed space at top of stairwell (opportunity for combined greenhouse)
• east facing entrances
• sweat lodge
• fire pit with circular gathering area
• tall perimeter fence & plantings for sense of enclosure
• squishy tiles to distribute weight
• berms with native trees, bushes and perennials (flowers & grasses)
Terri’s recommendations:
Build a space for community, build a frame first, capture “energy of nature”, manage
expectations, “create a place for exploration”
* include weight of snow when doing weight capacity considerations
budget for garden maintenance
Carrot Commons Rooftop – tour hosted by Kimberly Curry
Rooftop cost: 300k with lots of community support
History – funding from Green City, Seeds of Hope
Design elements for consideration:
• Vertical plantings integrated with benches (bench top lifts for additional storage)
• Apiary box
• Gathering / socializing area – pergola food bar and tables
• Community gardens
• Water capture & reuse features, capture water from HVAC and reuse it for a flowing
water feature
• Sectioned areas
• Greenhouse research plots (University of Guelph)
• Social enterprise components
Kimberly’s recommendations:
Let people feel ownership of site, create a space for meditation .. communication with plants
can be healing, create a volunteer network (social programming)
Committees involved: finances, design, life of city, requirements
Make sure the roof does not clog! A clog roof = a sunk roof
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Native Child & Family Services
Participant Survey Answers (Combined)

What design elements appealed to you the most?
trees
Sacred Fire and ceremonial space.
enclosed nature oasis on the roof
larger trees/shrubs perimeter walls and vegetation climbing the walls and native wildflowers
around the perimeter which made shade and were recognizable native species
elements of indigenous traditions and ways that it could be used for their ceremonies throughout
the building and roof including the modified durable sweat lodge facing east, sacred fire, water
running through the building, indoor longhouse and words of welcome on the wall
squishy roof tiles
Edibles- 3 sisters, sage
Trees and nice height to everything
Native plants
Sweat Lodge & Sacred Fire
Glass greenhouse/ atrium
East-facing entrances, circular gathering spaces
Serene space for gathering – felt like a calm & relaxing area
Trees along edges
Flow of site
Sweat lodge
Glass structure from stairwell which looks like a greenhouse on the rooftop
The fire pit
Use of local plants – practical because of low maintenance

What design elements would you not include .. Or do different?
Need more open space (I think)
high covered fence – Ackers as the tallest building affords us some great views! I dont want to
obscure them.
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Depending on end use/overall goals for 10c space you may not need to incorporate all items for
indigenous ceremonies but more focus on making an adaptable inclusive space that indigenous
people can use and feel welcome i.e. there may be no need for a sweat lodge if there are other
places in the region/opportunities for this, but this may be a question better answered after your
aboriginal engagement sessions
Might want to enclose some areas but have a clear perimeter barrier in other areas to keep some
views of the city
Wouldn’t include sweat lodge/ sacred fire as not the focus of 10C & takes up space/ resources
Would have more food production instead of grass/ park feel
Accessibility an issue
Make it wheelchair accessible
Open up views to streetscape
Sweat lodge

If you were to add one design feature from their rooftop to the 10C
rooftop what would it be? Why?
The top of the stairwell, glass framed space – if it was a greenhouse I would do that!
At least a few larger trees/shrubs and some enclosed vegetated perimeter. For shade, privacy and
atmosphere. I think the shade provided by trees/shrubs was especially nice and as I mentioned in
first question I think these were the main thing that gave that rooftop the feeling of a nature
“oasis” or retreat, somewhere where I would want to spend time.
East-facing entrances and circular gathering spaces where possible
East facing entrance with main opening / combine with extended solarium
Fire pit & circle seating
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Carrot Commons
Participant Survey Answers (Combined)

What design elements appealed to you the most?
Patio/kitchen/bar area – with the pergola! Love that
I really liked the deck/patio space and how it was surrounded by the gardens. I also really liked
the “river” and the coldframes were a neat idea.
Breadth of garden styles (educational) including food and herb gardens
Pergola and outdoor kitchen/ event space
Water feature
Cold frames
Lots of seating
Creative trellises/ planters
Lockability of sheds/ sections for limited access
Walk-up food bar, seating / gathering areas
Combined vertical structures with seating benches and storage
Skylights to bring light into floor below
Bees & apiary box
Water feature that captures water from air conditioner
Area for people to eat and drink

What design elements would you not include .. Or do different?
No fences, I would also not have individual plots, we don not have the space for that.
I thought it was a good idea to have the food production part of the garden closed off from the
deck and the rest of the roof so that only gardeners have a key (probably prevents vandalism) but
I also thought that it was a bit of a shame that the different parts of the roof felt so separate, it
would be nicer to have a big more of a flow/continuity, perhaps having more greenery/pots in the
deck area and definitely more shade.
Would add more vertical gardens; garden space appeared quite flat
Labelling/ signage could be improved for educational element
Would be nice to have rain barrel/ water storage capability
Accessibility an issue especially in winter
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The site did not flow well – paths lead to HVAC units, locked areas, steps and pipes all blocked
access
Water feature – needed on 10C rooftop but do not mimic their look and feel.

If you were to add one design feature from their rooftop to the 10C
rooftop what would it be? Why?
Patio
The deck/patio gathering space, I think this is really needed to make the rooftop a functional
space for events and programming.
Liked the focus on welcoming people in the space, with the pergola and lots of comfortable,
appealing, multipurpose seating. I see 10C’s rooftop being primarily a community/ event space
in a similar way.
Water feature
Low cost option for providing shade and rain cover – or if budget allows construct a 3-season
glass house on rooftop
Benches for sitting and storage, can incorporate lighting fixtures and hold plants

Other: Are there other design elements that you would like to see on
the 10C rooftop? Add a sketch if you would like ☺
Totally – harvest table, stage, pizza oven
Community garden growing edibles in some form/shape
Water feature of some kind
Small greenhouse with winter access!
Opportunity for innovative water catchment system; could really be a focal point
Pollinator garden and herb garden with educational signage (perennials awesome)
Innovative/ perhaps hydroponic veggie gardens?
Pizza oven as part of a central gathering space area
A feature that would draw interest in the winter (the sweat lodge at the FCNS site did this)
Vegetation extending out over 10C wall
Elevated stage with planters, stairs – could be above HVAC
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